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Case s tudies
SOBEYS
THE CHALLENGE After 100 years in the business, Sobeys had strong brand awareness in Atlantic Canada but enjoyed no clear differentiation 

into a well-established but slightly tired franchise.

THE STRATEGY After extensive consultation and research, we came up with the strategy, “Everything She Wants in a Grocery Store.” It struck a 
nice balance between the appeal of current food trends and the demands of normal life. 

We needed to increase awareness and drive sales. Since Atlantic Canadian women listen to radio more than anyone else in the country and 
women tend to do the grocery shopping,  we chose radio to deliver a unique, female message. The campaign found its inspiration in moments 
every woman can identify with, and presented Sobeys in a way that works for her. By keeping it real, we helped Sobeys increase its resonance 
with its customers - and injected a little fun and energy into the brand.

THE RESULTS Dory’s brand strategy and the radio campaign for Sobeys brought a dramatic effect on business results. After running less than 
a year in Atlantic Canada, the campaign was adopted by all Sobeys regional offices – including the larger markets of Ontario and Western 
Canada. 

Chosen as the best radio campaign in Canada by the Radio Marketing Bureau (The Crystals), Dory’s responsibility quickly spread beyond paid 
media to point of sale, with in-store messaging closely mirroring on-air radio. Tailored to the in-store environment, the messages built on the 
appeal and familiarity of the radio to reinforce the distinctive brand positioning.  In 2007 Dory was given the 

National Radio Productions assignment. The same year we were asked to develop Television Campaigns for Atlantic Canada.

We now also handle all National Broadcast for Sobeys, Foodland/IGA and FreshCo. 
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